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Brickwork Ratings had assigned a rating of BWR B+/Stable for the bank loan facilities of Rs.                
8.24 Crs of Rattana Devi Gopal Dass Memorial Trust in Nov, 2018. The rating has become due                 
for surveillance in Nov, 2019. The review of the assigned ratings is now under process. 

As 12 months have lapsed since the last rating, BWR hereby informs that it has not been possible                  
to review the rating within the stipulated time, mainly due to non-receipt of essential information               
required for review arising from the pandemic situation due to COVID19.  

If Rattana Devi Gopal Dass Memorial Trust continues to delay in providing the essential              
information, BWR will act suitably in accordance with the extant SEBI guidelines. 

This advisory should not be construed as a rating reaffirmation. 

For other details, please refer to our previous detailed rationale:  
Rattana Devi Gopal Dass Memorial Trust  
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For print and digital media The Rating Rationale is sent to you for the sole purpose of dissemination through your                    
print, digital or electronic media. While it may be used by you acknowledging credit to BWR, please do not change                    
the wordings in the rationale to avoid conveying a meaning different from what was intended by BWR. BWR alone                   
has the sole right of sharing (both direct and indirect) its rationales for consideration or otherwise through any print                   
or electronic or digital media. 

About Brickwork Ratings : Brickwork Ratings (BWR), a Securities and Exchange Board of India [SEBI]               
registered Credit Rating Agency and accredited by Reserve Bank of India [RBI], offers credit ratings of Bank Loan,                  
Non- convertible / convertible / partially convertible debentures and other capital market instruments and bonds,               
Commercial Paper, perpetual bonds, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other            
structured / credit enhanced debt instruments, Security Receipts, Securitisation Products, Municipal Bonds, etc.             
BWR has rated over 11,400 medium and large corporates and financial institutions’ instruments. BWR has also                
rated NGOs, Educational Institutions, Hospitals, Real Estate Developers, Urban Local Bodies and Municipal             
Corporations. BWR has Canara Bank, a leading public sector bank, as one of the promoters and strategic partners.                  
BWR has its corporate office in Bengaluru and a country-wide presence with its offices in Ahmedabad, Chandigarh,                 
Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and New Delhi along with representatives in 150+ locations. 

DISCLAIMER Brickwork Ratings (BWR) has assigned the rating based on the information obtained from the               
issuer and other reliable sources, which are deemed to be accurate. BWR has taken considerable steps to avoid any                   
data distortion; however, it does not examine the precision or completeness of the information obtained. And hence,                 
the information in this report is presented “as is” without any express or implied warranty of any kind. BWR does                    
not make any representation in respect to the truth or accuracy of any such information. The rating assigned by                   
BWR should be treated as an opinion rather than a recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated instrument and                    
BWR shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this report or its contents. BWR has the                       
right to change, suspend or withdraw the ratings at any time for any reasons. 
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